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Endogenous Market Design: Regulation Versus Competition.∗



Carmine Guerriero Department of Economics, University of Bologna March 21, 2017



Abstract The choice of whether to regulate firms or to allow them to compete is a key issue. If the demand is sufficiently inelastic, competition entails narrower productive inefficiencies but also smaller expected profits and, thus, weaker incentives to invest in cost-reduction than regulation. Thus, society’s preferences for competition are stronger the less socially relevant cost-reduction is and the greater the political power of consumers is. These testable predictions hold true under very different assumptions on other crucial market institutions and, in particular, whether competition is on price or quantity, whether the regulator is benevolent or implicitly motivated, and whether society can commit to reimburse investment expenses. Crucially, they are also consistent with recent evidence on the restructuring of the US electricity industry. Keywords: Regulation; Competition; Political Biases; Electricity. JEL classification: L11; L51; H11; L94.
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“Competition is not only the basis of protection to the consumer but is the incentive to progress. However, [. . .] destructive competition [. . .] may impoverish the producer and the wage earner” (Herbert Hoover, States of the Union Address, December 2, 1930).
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Introduction



Although the idea that competitive pressures help reach productive efficiency to the detriment of investment-inducement has been discussed at length (Vives, 2008), we still lack a formal model of the trade-off between static and dynamic efficiency faced by a society choosing between competition and regulation and of its link with political biases. Building on Laffont and Tirole (1993) and Armstrong and Sappington (2006), this paper provides such a theoretical framework and in doing so rationalizes recent evidence on the restructuring of markets with inelastic demand and, in particular, of the US electricity industry. I compare the two market designs in a world in which the demand is inelastic and both market institutions and the regulatory contract are selected by a reformer who maximizes a weighted average of the consumer surplus and the firm’s utility with the weight on the latter rising with society’s investment concerns. Before privately learning its marginal and average cost, which can be either high or low with the same ex ante probability, a firm can commit to an unobservable investment increasing the ex post probability of having low cost. Under competition, production is guaranteed by two firms. Each of them serves the entire market at the price proposed by the opponent when able to undercut it and half of it when the announced prices are the same. Under regulation instead, production is assured by a monopoly. Hence, the demand on which a firm makes a profit is larger under competition because then the price equals the high cost, which is lower than the price the reformer needs to offer the firm to assure incentive compatibility under regulation. Under competition yet, a firm realizes a profit only when its cost is low and that of the opponent is high and thus, in default of investment, with probability 1/4, which is lower than the probability 1/2 with which a firm makes a profit absent investment under regulation. With inelastic demand, the impact on the expected profit of the larger chance of a rent under regulation is bigger than that of the greater demand on which the rent is obtained under competition. Hence, the 2



latter entails narrower productive inefficiencies but also smaller expected profits and thus weaker incentives to invest. As a result, society’s preferences for competition are stronger the less socially relevant cost-reduction is. If instead investment returns accrue more to the firm’s profit than to the consumer surplus, a tension between shareholders and ratepayers arises and the likelihood that competition is selected rises with the political power of consumers. Finally, since regulation yields a better cost distribution but competition makes more likely that the most efficient firm serves the market conditional on such a distribution, competition induces lower expected costs only when investment is not too effective. These predictions survive under very different assumptions on other key market institutions and, in particular, for a general probability of low cost, number of firms, and correlation between the firms’ costs under competition, under Cournot competition, whether the regulator is benevolent or implicitly motivated, and whether society can commit to reimburse investment expenses. Crucially, the model predictions also square with recent evidence on the restructuring of the US electricity industry. Here, state Public Utility Commissions—PUCs hereafter—have classically awarded the exclusive rights to provide electricity within given geographic areas to vertically integrated investor-owned utilities—IOUs hereafter, setting prices to assure a specific return on investment after recouping operating costs. After decades of productivity growth and falling electricity prices, serious problems emerged during the 1970s when both long-term wholesale contracts and the investment in nuclear generation became unbearable as fossil fuel prices, inflation, and interest rates rose (Joskow, 1974; 2005).1 Together, these two instances brought about both large electricity prices and a growing gap between the regulated rates and the value of generation in the regional wholesale markets, pushing as a result the powerful industrial users to lobby for gradually stronger competitive pressures (White, 1996). Cost-of-service regulation was first transformed into incentive regulation and then substantially modified by the restructuring initiatives dictated by the 1992 Energy Policy Act. Nowadays in deregulated markets, IOUs own a limited fraction of generation capacity and plants sell electricity through either spot markets or long-term contracts based on expected spot prices, which determine in turn retail rates (Fabrizio et al., 2007). “The promise was that these reforms would lead to lower costs and lower average retail price 1



The PURPA obligated IOUs to buy electric power from more efficient producers (Joskow, 1989).
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levels [. . . ] compared to regulated monopoly alternative, while maintaining or enhancing system reliability,” [Joskow 2005, p. 37] the reality instead has been one of “insufficient net revenues to support the capital costs of an efficient portfolio of generating facilities” [Joskow 2006, p. 77]. Consistent with these facts and the model implications, Guerriero (2017) documents for 43 states between 1981 and 1999 that deregulation of the electricity market was implemented where marginal fuel costs and the inefficiency of fuel input usage had been the lowest and where politicians were the most pro-consumer. In addition, GMM estimates obtained from the data on the generating plants that operated in these markets during this period imply that although deregulation lowered labor and fossil fuel expenses by pushing the most efficient firms to serve the market, it did not reduce the inefficiency of fuel usage as expected from the suboptimal technological speed of the industry. These results are robust to the consideration of costly long-term wholesale contracts and excessive accumulation of nuclear capacity and help rationalize the slowdown of the deregulation wave (Joskow, 2005). Although several studies have reported evidence suggesting that deregulation can deliver smaller input usage and costs (Zhang, 2007; Fabrizio et al., 2007; Parker et al., 2008; Davis and Wolfram, 2012; Cicala, 2015) to the possible detriment of investment rates (Grajek and R¨oller, 2012; Gugler et al., 2013),2 no previous paper has developed a formal model to identify its drivers and impact.3 Accordingly, the crucial contribution of the present article is to show that, with inelastic demand, market design is based on the mix of the static versus dynamic efficiency trade-off and political biases and that considering the endogeneity of market institutions is crucial for policy evaluation. Hence, the paper is complementary not only to the well-known literatures on sub-additive costs (Baumol and Klevorick, 1970) and market failures (Stiglitz, 1989), but also to a body of research seeing regulation as the response to the risk that the majority of market agents are exploited by a handful of more powerful special interests (Stigler, 1971; Roland, 1994; Glaeser and Shleifer, 2003) or by a 2



Grajek and R¨ oller (2012) document for 70 EU fixed-line operators between 1997 and 2006 that promoting entry undermines the incentives to invest, whereas Gugler et al. (2013) exploit a panel of 16 European national electricity markets spanning the 1998-2008 period to show that ownership unbundling and forced access to the incumbent transmission grid foster competition but limit vertical economies. 3 While Guerriero (2011) and (2013) stress how the mix of the productive efficiency versus investmentinducement trade-off and political biases affects the choices of respectively the method of selecting regulators and incentive rules, Duso and R¨ oller (2003), Knittel (2006), Teske (2004), and Potrafke (2010) provide further evidence of the relevance for regulatory reforms of the political economy mechanisms analyzed here.
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minority of similarly powerful untrustworthy agents (Aghion et al., 2010). The paper proceeds as follows. First, I illustrate the productive efficiency versus investmentinducement trade-off in section 2 and its relationship with political biases in section 3. Then, I evaluate the robustness of the model testable predictions to alternative assumptions in section 4. Finally, I conclude in section 5 and I gather all the proofs in the appendix.
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Endogenous Market Design



I assume that the market design and the regulatory contract are selected by a reformer who maximizes a weighted average of the firm’s utility and the consumer surplus. This assumption squares for instance with the aforementioned case of the US electricity industry. Restructuring initiatives were launched by the state houses, but discussed and ratified during rate reviews (Shumilkina, 2009). These reviews are quasi-judicial hearings open to all interested parties, included IOUs and consumer representatives, and presided over by the PUC commissioners, who first examine experts and receive evidence and then specify those “findings of fact” upon which the regulatory order is based (Friedman, 1991). There is a broad agreement that the goal of these reviews was to obtain a market design assuring “adequate, safe, reliable, and efficient energy services at fair and reasonable prices” [EIA 2003, p. 24]. This focus on both expected rates and investment incentives has also driven in the last decade California, Rhode Island, and Virginia to react to projections of shortages by local system operators and electric power supply emergencies by repealing existing legislation (Joskow, 2009). Accordingly, I maintain that the weight on the firm’s utility in the reformer’s objective function increases with society’s investment concerns. Finally, I assume that this weight also rises with the political power of shareholders when investment returns accrue more to the firm’s profit than to the consumer surplus. This hypothesis incorporates into the model the idea that, although the widest consensus is needed to approve reforms, politicians pander to their constituency (Joskow, 2005). To illustrate in the cleanest way the static versus dynamic efficiency trade-off, I first assume that the reformer is benevolent, and then I introduce political biases. 5



2.1



Setup



Preferences.—The representative consumer demand is q (p) > 0 for p ∈ [0, p¯) and 0 for p ≥ p¯, and q 0 (p) < 0. Production is assured by either one monopoly under regulation or two firms under competition. While q (p), p, and the cost distribution are common knowledge, the marginal and average cost ci is observed only by the firm and equals either cL or cH with the same probability. Moreover, ∆ ≡ cH −cL > 0. A type i ∈ {L, H} firm maximizes the rent Ui , which equals the profits π (p, ci ) ≡ q (p) (p − ci ) plus a type-dependent governmental transfer R p¯ ti ≥ 0 under regulation. The social welfare equals the consumer surplus S (p) = p q (x) dx plus α ∈ [0, 1) times Ui minus the transfer evaluated at the shadow cost of public funds 1 + λ > 1, i.e., S (p) + αUi − (1 + λ) ti .4 λ originates from distortionary taxation. The assumption α < 1 is coherent with the focus of regulation on consumer welfare (Joskow, 1974, 2006), and it can be turned into the milder condition α < 1 + λ (Armstrong and Sappington, 2007). Finally, I assume that the expected social welfare is strictly concave and that the demand is, as in the empirically relevant case, inelastic:5 0



A1: The demand function satisfies q 00 (p) (¯ p − cL ) + q 0 (p) < 0 and εp,q = − q (p)p < 1. q The timing.—Market design and production proceed according to the following timeline: t = 1.—The reformer selects the market design j ∈ {R, C} by comparing regulation to competition through the sum of the expected social welfare and a mean zero pro-regulation shock δ illustrated below and distributed on [−∞, ∞] with density f and CDF F . Under regulation then, a regulator acting as a perfect agent of the reformer offers the monopoly a menu (ti , pi ) conditional on the firm’s report on ci but not on investment. t = 2.—Under market design j, each firm commits to an unobservable investment I j costing ψ (I j ) > 0 with ψ 0 > 0, ψ 00 > 0, ψ (0) = 0 and limI→1 2ψ 0 (I j ) ≥ S (cL ) − S (cH ). I j raises the odds of cL to (1 + I j ) /2. The firms choose contemporaneously under competition. t = 3.—Each firm discovers its piece of private information, which is the realization of ci . t = 4.—Under regulation, the regulator asks the firm to report ci , and the corresponding contract is executed. Under competition instead, each of the two firms bids a price, and the 4



Only the interpretation changes when the regulated firm is private, e.g., IOU. Then, ti is the managerial reward and λ the shadow cost of the managerial moral hazard constraint (Joskow and Schmalensee, 1986). 5 Lijesen (2007) reports that the mean of previous estimates, based on both peak and base load power, of the long (short) run elasticity of residential demand is 0.39 (0.29). Espey and Espey (2004) show similar figures.
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one that proposes the lowest bid serves the whole market at the price played by the opponent. If the two bids are equal, the market is evenly split. As a result of these two assumptions, truth-telling is the only symmetric pure strategy equilibrium under competition since a cH type strictly prefers to bid cH , whereas playing cL is a type cL ’s best response to an opponent with different type and exhausts its incentive to undercut a opponent with the same type. To see why the latter is indeed the case, notice that in a symmetric equilibrium the expected profit of a cL type equals



1+IˆC q 4



(pL ) (pL − cL ) +



1−IˆC q 2



(cH ) ∆.



In assessing the credibility of the setup, several remarks should be borne in mind. First, the model message will be unchanged should the correlation between types be positive and/or the probability of cL be general (see footnotes 7 and 9). Second, the dynamic advantage of regulation over competition rises with fixed costs since they are duplicated under competition, whereas it falls with stranded costs, which discourage investment. To focus on the basic productive efficiency versus investment-inducement trade-off, I leave the analysis of these features to future research. Third, since the firm’s cost-reducing investment is financed through the expected rent, α is a measure of society’s dynamic efficiency concerns (Guerriero, 2011; 2013). Fourth, δ captures determinants of market design unrelated to technology and political biases, like generalized trust (Aghion et al., 2010). Fifth, I treat investment as non-monetary—e.g., effort in designing and managing more efficiently a plant, but the model extends to monetary investment (see footnote 24). Sixth, the gist of the model will be unaffected should the regulator be career-concerned or should society be able to commit to reimburse investment costs (see section 4.1). Finally, I focus on Bertrand competition since it bears the closest resemblance to the second-price auctions used to price electricity in the restructured US markets. Bushnell et al. (2008) highlight however the relevance of capacity constraints in understanding deregulation. Accordingly, I show that the model message stands under Cournot competition (see section 4.2.1). This is also the case when I consider a general number of competitive firms (see section 4.2.2). Ultimately, the model setup is the simplest necessary to emphasize the static versus dynamic efficiency trade-off.



2.2



Regulation Versus Competition: Static Efficiency



As Laffont and Tirole (1993) and Vives (2008), I focus on symmetric pure strategy 7



equilibria. Starting with regulation, the regulator exploits the revelation principle (Myerson, 1979) and announces that a price pi and a transfer ti will follow a ci report. Since the reformer dislikes leaving a rent to the firm and prefers to let both types produce, the regulator offers type-dependent price-transfers pairs such that the firm truthfully reports a ci = cL —i.e., q (pL ) (pL − cL ) + tL = q (pH ) (pH − cL ) + tH —and operates if ci = cH , i.e., UH = 0.6 Hence, a cL type enjoys a rent UL = ∆q (pH ). The expected social welfare equals     R R R ˆ ˆ W = (1/2) 1 + I [wL (pL , cL ) − (1 + λ − α) ∆q (pH )] + (1/2) 1 − I wH (pH , cH ),



where wi (pi , ci ) = S (pi ) + (1 + λ) πi (pi , ci ) and the fact that the regulator anticipates the IˆR choice is made explicit. To limit the cL type’s rent, the regulator reduces the cH type’s allocation compared to the full information optimum obtaining the expected social welfare he  IˆR α would get was the firm’s cost observable but its higher realization cˆH ≡ cH + 1+ 1 − ∆. R ˆ 1+λ 1−I No distortion is needed if the report is cL , since there is no incentive to under-report. Thus, the price maximizes wL (·) for cost cL and wH (·) for cost cˆH . Hence, pL = cL and pH equals cˆH , which tends to the monopoly price if λ is large and thus transfers entail large social costs. The expected social welfare under regulation can then be rewritten as



   R R ˆ ˆ cH ). W = (1/2) 1 + I S (cL ) + (1/2) 1 − I S (ˆ 



R



In the following, I assume that p¯ > cˆH for concreteness and that λ = 0 for simplicity. This last restriction can be eliminated as illustrated in details in section 4.1.3. Under competition, the price equals cH except when both firms have low cost. In addition, a firm enjoys a profit only its type is cL and the opponent’s one is cH . This happens  when  2  with probability (1/4) 1 − IˆC . The expected social welfare under competition is then



2



WC = 6



(1+IˆC ) 4



2



S (cL ) +



(1−IˆC )



2



+2−2(IˆC ) 4



S (cH ) +



1−(IˆC ) 2



2



α∆q (cH ) .



This is the case provided that the reformer, when indifferent between giving up the production by the cH type and offering a contract to each type,prefersthe second option. In fact, the reformer never   strictly prefers the first option for every probability 1 + Iˆj /2 of c = cL and every pH because 1 − Iˆj S (pH ) ≥ 0.
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2.3



Regulation Versus Competition: Dynamic Efficiency



Iˆj maximizes the expected firm’s rent minus investment costs. In particular,      IˆR = arg max (1/2) 1 + I R ∆q cˆH IˆR − ψ I R , I R ≥0



(1)



IˆR (1 − α) ∆ on IˆR and not I R incorporates the lack of where the dependence of cˆH ≡ cH + 1+ 1−IˆR



regulatory commitment (see Laffont and Tirole [1993], p. 101). Under competition instead, IˆC = arg max (1/4) 1 + I C







I C ≥0



  1 − IˆC ∆q (cH ) − ψ I C .



(2)



Two are the key observations (see the appendix). First, simple algebra reveals that 0 < Iˆj < Iˆj,∗ < 1, where each socially optimal Iˆj,∗ maximizes the expected social welfare less investment costs under full information and regime j. Second, the extent of underinvestment is wider under competition. To elaborate, a competitive firm obtains a positive mark-up    on a larger demand—i.e., q (cH ) > q cˆH IˆR —but less often—in half of the cases for IˆC = IˆR = 0—compared to a regulated one.7 Yet, the larger probability of getting a rent, which is akin to a change in price, more than compensates the fall in demand because of assumption A1. As a result of the asymmetry in the marginal returns from investment, IˆR > IˆC . This gap is widened by the mix of the ex post correlation between costs and the strategic complementarity of pricing decisions under competition (see also Vives, [2008]).



2.4



The Static Versus Dynamic Efficiency Trade-Off



In t = 1, competition is chosen when W C > W R + δ that, for δ = 0, can be rewritten as    2  R ˆ α∆q (cH ) > 2 1 − I [S (cH ) − S (ˆ cH )] + 2 1 − IˆC     2  R C ˆ ˆ 1 + 2 I − I − IˆC [S (cL ) − S (cH )] . 



(3)



Under regulation, a rise in α has a triple impact on the expected social welfare (see the appendix). First, it increases the ex post probability of cL under regulation by raising IˆR . 7



Should the ex ante correlation between types be σ > 0, my results will survive since the rent falls with σ and so it will be even smaller then under the basic setup.
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This positive impact on W R is the “investment-enhancing” effect of a rise in α on market design. Second, as α rises, productive inefficiencies fall—i.e., cˆH goes down—because of the larger social value of the firm’s rent. This positive impact on W R is the “distortioncurbing” effect of a rise in α on market design. Third, productive inefficiencies become more necessary due to the more favorable cost distribution. This negative impact on W R is the “distortion-enhancing” effect of a rise in α on market design. Under competition instead, a rise in α entails a greater social value of the firm’s profit but does not affect investment, which differently from regulation is picked to maximize a function of its private—but not social—returns.8 This positive impact on W C is the “profit-value” effect of a rise in α on market design. On the one hand, the investment-enhancing effect is larger than the distortion-enhancing one for an argument similar to that proposed in section 2.3. On the other hand, if investment is sufficiently effective, the distortion-curbing effect is larger than the profit-value one. Ultimately, a rise in α makes regulation more socially valuable and thus reduces the probability of adopting competition under the following condition on the investment effectiveness, which can be relaxed at the cost of more cumbersome algebra:9 A2: ψ 0 (1/2) ≤ (∆/8) q (cH ). Market design becomes then an indirect instrument to solve dynamic inefficiencies and:10 Proposition 1: Under assumptions A1 and A2, the probability that competition is  chosen—i.e., F W C − W R —falls with society’s investment concerns α. This belongs to a series of findings suggesting that institutions curbing rent-extraction can be optimal when investment-inducement is socially relevant (Sappington, 1986; Guerriero, 2011, 2013). This is the case of communities more culturally inclined to accept that some citizens gain profits from investment (see the evidence on individualism and innovation discussed by Gorodnichenko and Roland, [2016]) or endowed with a technology less efficient than adjacent jurisdictions (Joskow, 2005). To elaborate on this last point, even the most For IˆC = IˆR = 0 instead, a rise in α always increases the likelihood of adopting competition since it boosts more the expected social value of profits under competition than it curbs the distortions under regulation. 9 All the model results remain unaffected when the probability of c = cL is the value (1 + v) /2 since then cˆH   −1 −1 equals cH + 1 + IˆR 1 − IˆR (1 + v) (1 − v) (1 − α) ∆. 8
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Examples of direct mechanisms fostering investment in both capacity and reliability are “energy-only” markets, long-term on-bill investment financing, and performance metrics monitoring (Kelly and Rouse, 2011). Although these policies might reduce the extent of under-investment under competition, they are very costly, if not impossible, to implement in excessively pro-consumer societies as the USA (Joskow, 2005).
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pro-consumer community prefers to select regulation and so foster investment than face the dissatisfaction of future ratepayers and/or a shift of their demand towards bordering markets. Crucially, proposition 1 is consistent with recent evidence on one of the biggest regulated markets on the planet, i.e., the US electricity industry. First, the beginning of the 1900s reforms from a municipal regulation with its typical hold-up problems to a fair rate of return state regulation were implemented where capacity shortages were the most severe and penetration rates among residential users were the lowest (Knittel, 2006). Second, Guerriero (2011) reports evidence based on a panel of 47 states over the 1960-1997 years and coherent with the idea that appointment of PUC members, which induces wider productive inefficiencies but also larger profits, is observed when investment-inducement is sufficiently relevant, i.e., generation costs were the greatest. Third, Guerriero (2013) shows that between 1981 and 1999 more powerful incentive contract, relaxing productive inefficiencies at the cost of lower rent extraction, were signed by those—over the 106 in total—IOUs operating in states where generation costs were historically greater than those characterizing neighboring markets. Finally, Guerriero (2017) documents that over the sample mentioned in section 1 the likelihood of deregulation falls by 16.6-percentage-points as a result of a one-standarddeviation rise in the lagged marginal fuel cost in cents of dollar per Kwh in the state and 3.6-percentage-points as a consequence of a one-standard-deviation increase in the lagged average heat rate,11 which is a measure of inefficiencies in fuel input usage.



2.5



Market Design and Efficiency



While regulation yields a better cost distribution, competition induces a higher probability that the firm with the lowest cost serves the market conditional on such distribution. Therefore, competition   produces2 smaller expected average costs only when 2 2 2 1−(IˆC ) 1−2(IˆR −IˆC )−(IˆC ) (1+IˆC ) (1−IˆC ) 1+IˆR 1−IˆR 2 4 + c + c < c + c ↔ (cL − cH ) < 0 L H L H 4 4 2 2 4    2 R C ˆ ˆ , i.e., the equilibrium investment under regulation is not or I < (1/2) 1 + 2I − IˆC too large relative to that under competition. This last inequality holds true if ψ 0 is not too small and α not too large as, for instance, is the case of the US electricity industry.12 11 12



This represents the BTUs of fuel necessary to produce one MWh of electric power. Indeed, two historical features of these markets are a suboptimal technological speed (see the evidence on R&D patents in Margolis and Kammen, [1999])—i.e., a ψ 0 not too small.



11



Accordingly, Guerriero (2017) reports GMM evidence for the US electricity markets that deregulation reduced labor and fuel expenses but did not improve the heat rate.
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The Political Economy of Market Design



A tension between shareholders and ratepayers arises when investment returns accrue more to the firm’s rent than to the consumer surplus as in the case of marketing investment. Then, market design can be inefficient if the two groups can influence the reformer’s decision. To clarify this point in the sharpest way, I consider an investment activity possibly implemented after t = 4, enlarging the firm’s rents but not the consumer surplus, and affected by an aid fixed by a political party possibly different from the market designer. Setup.—In particular, the timing is augmented of two periods in such a way that in t = 5.—The incumbent m, ˜ who is either the pro-shareholder party s or the pro-consumer party r and has selected institution j in t = 1, faces an election with exogenous winning probability xm˜ . Next, the winner of the election m ∈ {s, r} implements an aid equal to ρm > 0 times the firm’s rent and paid out to the firm after the investment is undertaken. t = 6.—The firm possibly commits to an investment of fixed cost I¯ > 0, which delivers a return β¯I¯ with probability µ and zero otherwise. The firm has no wealth to post as a bond in the case of unsuccessful investment except R



the ex post rent, which is now (1 + ρm ) Uˆi . The ex post rent however is initially illiquid ¯ 13 The debt contract is such that and can only be pledged as collateral against borrowing I. the lender receives a payment τ I¯ in the case of a successful project and a collateral β I¯ > 0, with β¯ > τ > β, otherwise (Besley and Ghatak, 2010). Therefore, only the cL type invests R if the limited liability constraint (1 + ρm ) Uˆi − β I¯ ≥ 0 is satisfied and if it agrees with the  ¯ lender, i.e., if µ β¯ − τ I¯ − (1 − µ) β I¯ ≥ 0 and µτ I¯ + (1 − µ) β I¯ ≥ I.



I also assume that in t = 1 the regulator is obliged to consider the ex post investment constraint and, for simplicity, that in t = 2 the firm chooses IˆR without taking into account ex post investment.14 This last assumption can be relaxed. The reformer then evaluates R



the investment aid ρm Uˆi at 1 + λ and the limited liability constraint at the shadow price R This hypothesis can be dropped if I¯ > (1 + ρm ) Uˆi . The investment can be made non-monetary. 14 Should this restriction be eliminated, the extra rent will relax the cL type’s incentive compatibility constraint and raise IˆR . Yet, the gist of the model will remain the same under a more complicated algebra. 13
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1 + χm˜ , where χm˜ captures his willingness to boost ex post investment. The exogenous parameters bear the following relationships among them and with λ: A.3: ρs > ρr ; χs > λ > χr . A handful of observations help stress how sound this very simple setup is. First, the aid technology incorporates into the model the existence of huge transfers from the federal and state governments to IOUs, financed through distortionary taxes (Metcalf, 2008).15 Second, at the cost of a more cumbersome algebra, the message of this section will remain true should the investment decision be continuous and not binary. Third, the fact that the winning party cannot reform the market institution is consistent with the existence of a commitment period typical of regulation (see Basheda et al., [2001]). Fourth, the exogeneity of xm˜ captures the idea that regulation is bundled at election with more salient policies (Besley and Coate, 2003). Finally, the assumption that the pro-shareholder party is more willing to subsidize investment expenses integrates into the model politicians’ strategic incentives to adopt extremist platforms to empower their own supporters (Guerriero, 2011). 



Equilibrium.—For δ = 0 and ≡ ρr xr+ ρs xs , a m ˜ incumbent chooses competition if  x˜  2  2 1+2(IˆR −IˆC )−(IˆC ) cH )] + 1 − IˆC α∆q (cH ) > 1 − IˆR [S (cH ) − S (ˆ [S (cL ) − S (cH )] + 2 ∆ [(1 + χm˜ ) (1 + x˜) − (1 + λ) x˜]







    2  R C ˆ ˆ 1 + I q (ˆ cH ) − 1 − I q (cH ) .



(4)



The expected firm’s rent is again smaller under competition and the following pattern arises: Proposition 2: Under assumptions A1, A2, and A3, the probability that competition is selected falls with the reformer’s hold on power xm˜ and is smaller if he is pro-shareholder. This result originates from the mix of the asymmetry in the parties’ preferences and the uncertainty of elections, and it is similar to the strategic dynamics proposed by a lively political economy tradition (Hanssen, 2004). In proposition 2, a higher probability of being re-elected and then fixing a larger (smaller) aid, without facing a new market reform, pushes a pro-shareholder (consumer) incumbent to value regulation more because of the even larger rent accruing to his constituency (prospect of underinvestment). This incentive can drive 15



The model results are unaffected when the government acts as a sponsor and augments the ex post firm’s rents without monetary aids if χs > 0 > χr , or when it can lower cost-reducing investment expenses, provided that the additional dynamic efficiency concerns more than outweigh the extra rent-extraction needs.
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inefficient reforms and, for instance, a pro-consumer party could prefer competition despite the danger of dynamic inefficiencies. Crucially, propositions 1 and 2 can be both derived from inequality (4). Hence, the positive version of the model produces the static versus dynamic efficiency trade-off highlighted by the normative analysis. Again, proposition 2 is coherent with recent evidence on the US electricity industry. First, Guerriero (2011) shows that regulatory appointment is observed when shareholders are sufficiently more politically powerful than consumers. Second, Guerriero (2013) reports evidence according to which more powerful incentive rules are found where the reformer is pro-shareholder. Finally, Guerriero (2017) documents that deregulation spread first where the politicians were more pro-consumer (see also Zhang, [2007]; Potrafke, [2010]).



4



Robustness to Alternative Assumptions 4.1



Alternative Regulated Market Designs



Next, I consider the key alternatives to the regulated market design analyzed so far. 4.1.1



The Regulator’s Implicit Incentives



Typically, the regulated firm’s informational rent is determined by the informationgathering activity of regulators who are “rewarded based on [this] observable performance [. . . ] through an implicit reward scheme that contains specific restrictions rather than an optimal explicit contract” (Alesina and Tabellini, 2007). In the US electricity industry case, this scheme takes the form of either election or appointment. To evaluate the impact of these implicit incentives on market design, I consider the following version of the setup. In t = 1, the reformer offers the firm a menu of (ti , pi ) pairs conditional on the firm’s report and a signal on ci that he observes in t = 4 but not on investment. Under rule s = {E, A}, the signal works as follows. For ci = cL , the reformer sees cL and implements the full information contract with probability γs ∈ [0, 1] and remains uniformed otherwise. For ci = cH , he always remains uninformed. Whenever uninformed, the reformer asks the firm its type. The technology of the observable precision is γs = θes , where es ∈ [0, 1] is the regulator’s information-gathering effort and θ ∈ [0, 1] is her ability distributed independently ¯ In t = 4, first the regulator of es and according to a truncated normal density g with mean θ. 14



chooses the effort, then she privately learns θ, next the signal is observed by the reformer and the precision realizes, finally the regulator is rewarded based on γs and the rule s. To illustrate, the regulator maximizes Gs (es ) − C (es ), where the effort cost function is such that C (0) = 0, C 0 > 0, C 0 (0) < ∞, C 00 > 0, limes →1 C 0 (es ) = ∞. Gs (es ) captures implicit incentives. Following Alesina and Tabellini (2007), elected officials want to maximize the probability of delivering a precision higher than that assured by an averaged talented regulator in order to be re-elected, whereas appointed ones are career-concerned, i.e., they wish to maximize the perception that society will form about their ability after having observed exp A γs and calculated eexp s . Starting with appointment, G (eA ) = E [E (θ |γA , eA )], where E [·]



denotes the regulator’s unconditional expectation over γA , E is society’s conditional expectation over θ, and eexp A labels society’s expectation over effort. Instead, voters realize that the alternative to the incumbent regulator is one with an average talent exerting effort eexp E . ¯ exp . Therefore, they re-elect the incumbent regulator when γE exceeds the threshold γ˜E = θe E Consequently, the incumbent regulator chooses effort by taking the voters’ expectations as given and so by maximizing GE (eE ) = Pr {γE ≥ γ˜E } net of effort costs. For a given equilibrium effort eˆs , society estimates θ as γs /ˆ es . Hence, a rise in eˆs delivers   ¯ eE under election. The only differ¯ eA under appointment and g θ¯ θ/ˆ marginal benefits θ/ˆ ence is that under election the effect of a rise in effort on the estimated talent is combined with the impact of an increase in the estimated talent on the probability of re-election, which  is g θ¯ . The larger this last term is, the more effective effort is in swaying votes and assur ing a higher probability of victory. If g θ¯ > 1, which I assume, election leads to a larger effort—i.e., γE > γA , and the impact of a reform towards election is isomorphic to a rise in γ. Hence, the expected social welfare in the world with supervision S is   ˆR,S  W R,S = 1+I2 γS (cL ) + (1 − γ) S (cL ) − (1 − α) ∆q cˆSH +     ˆR,S 1−IˆR,S S cˆSH + cˆSH − cH q cˆSH = 1+I2 S (cL ) + 2 where cˆSH ≡ cH +



1+IˆR,S 1−IˆR,S



1−IˆR,S S 2



 cˆSH ,



(1 − γ) (1 − α) ∆. The reformer’s choice is described by inequality



(3) with cˆSH in place of cˆH , and the equilibrium investment under regulation falls with the precision of the signal, which in turn reduces the firm’s informational rent.16 As a result, 16



   To illustrate, IˆR,S equals arg maxI≥0 (1/2) (1 + I) (1 − γ) ∆q cˆSH IˆR,S − ψ (I), and it is implicitly de-
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the probability that the reformer selects competition decreases with γ and thus falls with a reform towards election provided that the demand is sufficiently inelastic.17 Intuitively, this reform has three effects on W R . First, a more precise signal crowds out investment. Second, the higher probability of low cost induces more limited productive inefficiencies. Finally, more information reduces the instances in which a rent must be granted. The first negative effect prevails on the two positive ones if the demand is sufficiently inelastic and thus investment is very sensitive to changes in the probability of a rent. Crucially, propositions 1 and 2 continue to hold as inequalities (3) and (4) evaluated at cˆSH suggest. These results are again consistent with the restructuring of the US electricity industry. In particular, Guerriero (2013) documents that more powerful incentive contracts enlarging the firm’s informational rent were introduced to counteract the action of regulators having stronger incentives to gather information because elected instead of being appointed. 4.1.2



Regulatory Commitment



When the investment is contractible, the regulator solves the concave problem    ˆR,C  C C maxI R,C ≥0,pCL ≥0,pCH ≥0 1+I2 S pC + L + p L − cL q p L      1−IˆR,C C C C R,C S p + p − c ˆ q p − ψ I . H H H H 2 While the pricing rule is the same as in the no-commitment case—i.e., pˆC ˆC = cˆH , L = cL and p H  the investment level is directly selected by the regulator and implicitly defined by ψ 0 IˆR,C =   (1/2) [S (cL ) − S (ˆ cH )] > (∆/2) q (ˆ cH ) = ψ 0 IˆR . Thus, IˆR,C > IˆR and a fortiori regulation displays a dynamic advantage over competition. Hence, the model message remains true. When the investment is instead non contractible, the regulator focuses on rules of the type C → t (I, C) and the firm chooses the investment level. The expected social welfare is       (1−γ)2 (1−α)∆2 q 0 (cˆS H) Iˆi 00 ˆR,S fined by ψ 0 IˆR,S = (1 − γ) (∆/2) q cˆSH . Hence, ddγ < 0 since − ψ I dIˆR,S + 2 (1−IˆR,S )   ∆q (cˆS ) (1+IˆR,S )(1−γ)(1−α)∆2 q0 (cˆSH ) − 2H − dγ = 0 and being the expression in the second square bracket neg2(1−IˆR,S ) −1 R,S R,S 0 S q (cˆH )(1+Iˆ q 0 (cˆS ˆS )(1−Iˆ ) (1−γ)(1−α)∆ H )c H ative because − < − < 1 under assumption A1. S S q (cˆH ) q (cˆH ) i   h   R,S ˆ 1−α 17 ˆR,S (1 − α) ∆q cˆS is positive, which is (1 − γ) ∆q (ˆ c ) − 1 + I It does if − dIdγ S (cL ) − S cˆSH − 2 1− H R H ˆ I    ∆q(cˆSH )+(1+IˆR,S )(1−IˆR,S )−1 (1−γ)(1−α)∆2 q0 (cˆSH )  the case if 2 1 + IˆR,S (1 − α) ∆q cˆSH < (α + γ − αγ) ∆q cˆSH −2 ψ 00 (IˆR,S )−(1−IˆR,S ) (1−γ)2 (1−α)∆2 q 0 (cˆS H) h i ˆR,S )(α+γ−αγ)∆−2ˆ ˆR,S )2 (1−α)ψ 00 (IˆR,S )[q (cˆS )]−1 cˆS cS q 0 (cˆS ˆS H H (1−I H 1−(I H )c H or εp,q = − q cˆS . < ε¯p,q ≡ 1+IˆR,S ( H) (1−γ)(1−α)∆2 [2(1−γ)(1−α)+(1−IˆR,S )(α+γ−αγ)] R,S ˆ 1−I
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 i h  C 0 ˆR,N C + ν (∆/2) q pN − ψ I L



1+IˆR,N C 2



    C C NC S pN + pN + L L − cL q p L



1−IˆR,N C 2



     C NC NC R,N C , S pN + p − c ˆ q p − ψ I H H H H



where ν is the shadow price of the moral hazard in investment constraint. Then, the cH type’s allocation is distorted even more to take care of such constraint, but regulation maintains its dynamic advantage over competition. This pattern leaves unchanged the model predictions. 4.1.3



A Positive Shadow Cost of Public Funds



For λ > 0, the pricing rule is of the Ramsey type and implicitly defined by υ (λ, p) ≡ p + λ (1 + λ)−1 q (p) [q 0 (p)]−1 = c or p = υ −1 (c) and



∂p ∂c



> 0.18 A reasoning akin to that



developed in the proof of proposition 1 implies that investment is still larger under regulation. The impact of α on the probability of choosing competition is now given by h i ∂ (W C −W R ) ∂p(ˆ cH ) 1−α ∂ IˆR S (c ) − S (ˆ c ) − 2 ∆q (ˆ c ) + = −2 L H H ∂α ∂α ∂c IˆR  1− 2    cH ) C R 1+IˆR ˆ ˆ 2 1− I ∆q (cH ) − 2 1 − I ∆q (ˆ cH ) ∂p(ˆ , ∂c 1−IˆR 



2 



  cH ) IˆR C R ˆ ˆ cH ) ∂p(ˆ since ∂∂α > 0.19 This which is negative if 1 − I q (cH ) < 1 + I q (ˆ ∂c  2   ¯ cH ) C R ∂p(ˆ ˆ ˆ − 2 > 0 or IˆC > IˆC ,20 which in turn sufficient condition is true if 2 I + 1+I ∂c     ¯ ¯ cH )). This is a version of assumption A2. is the case for ψ 0 IˆC ≤ 1 − IˆC (∆/4) q (p (ˆ



4.2







Alternative Competitive Market Designs



Next, I consider the key alternatives to the competitive market design analyzed so far. 4.2.1



Cournot Competition



As Vives (2008), I assume that P 0 < 0 and P 0 + P 00 q˜i (c1 , c2 ) < 0, where P is the inverse demand and q˜i (c1 , c2 ) is the output of firm ˜i = {1, 2} when firm 1 has type c1 and firm 2 has type c2 . Let [P (q1 (c1 , c2 ) + q2 (c1 , c2 )) − c˜i ] q˜i (c1 , c2 ) ≡ π˜i (c1 , c2 ) be the profit of firm 0



−(1+λ)q (p) 1 = − (1+λ)q00 (p)(p−c)+(1+2λ)q > 0, where I use the fact that the 0 (p) = [(1+λ)q 00 (p)(p−c)+λq 0 (p)][(1+λ)q 0 (p)]−1 +1 0 first order condition of the regulator’s problem prescribes that (1 + λ) q (p) (p − c) + λq (p) = 0. 19 After having totally differentiated the first order condition to problem (1), it immediately follows that    (1+IˆR )∆2 q0 (ˆcH ) ∂p(ˆcH ) 2(1−α)∆2 q 0 (ˆ cH ) ∂p(ˆ cH ) IˆR 00 ˆR −ψ I dIˆR − dα = 0 → ∂∂α > 0. 2 R ˆ ∂c ∂c R ˆ 2 1− I 2(1−I ) ( ) cH ))−q(cH ) p(ˆ cH ) cH )−cH 20 A fall in price from p (ˆ cH ) to cH implies that q(p(ˆ cH )) 2p(ˆ > q (cH ). p(ˆ cH )−cH q(p(ˆ cH )) < 1 ↔ q (p (ˆ p(ˆ cH ) 18 ∂p ∂c
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˜i. Then, each firm’s best reply is downward sloping,



dq˜i (c1 ,c2 ) dq−˜i (c1 ,c2 )



< 0,



d2 π˜i (c1 ,c2 ) dc˜i dq−˜i (c1 ,c2 )



> 0, and by



supermodularity π˜i (cL , cH ) − π˜i (cL , cL ) > π˜i (cH , cH ) − π˜i (cH , cL ). Moreover, in a symmetric  equilibrium of the simultaneous Cournot game where each firm picks I C , q˜i in t = 2, (1+I C )(1+I˜C ) (1+I C )(1−I˜C ) (1−I C )(1+I˜C ) I˜C maximizes (c , c ) + (c , c ) + π π π˜i (cH , cL ) + ˜ ˜ L L L H i i 4 4 4   C C ˜  (π˜(cL ,cL )−π˜i (cH ,cH )) (1−I )(1−I ) π˜i (cH , cH )−ψ I C , and it is implicitly defined by ψ 0 I˜C = i + 4 4 ˜C (π˜i (cL ,cH )−π˜i (cH ,cL )) + I4 (π˜i (cH , cH ) − π˜i (cH , cL ) + π˜i (cL , cL ) − π˜i (cL , cH )). The term pre4 multiplied by



I˜C 4



is negative, whereas the other two terms are positive and approximately



null when the elasticity of demand is sufficiently small. In this case indeed, the mark-up of P (c1 , c2 ) over c˜i is so large that the profit is insensitive to the type realization, and thus investment is irrelevant.21 Hence, I˜C is bounded to be very small or even 0 under a condition similar to assumption A1. Since investment is still larger under regulation, propositions 1 and 2 continue to stand as a glance at inequalities (3) and (4) immediately reveals. 4.2.2



A General Number of Bertrand Competitors  h in h in−1  1−IˆC (n) 1+IˆC (n) 1−IˆC (n) The expected social welfare equals 1 − +n 2 S (cL ) + 2 2  h in h in−1 h in−1 1+IˆC (n) 1−IˆC (n) 1+IˆC (n) 1−IˆC (n) 1−IˆC (n) + n ∆q (cH ), where IˆC (n) S (c ) + αn H 2 2 2 2 2 is the equilibrium investment when n firms compete. Hence, regulation keeps its dynamic advantage whenever the relative marginal returns from investment are greater. Since again h in−1 1+IˆC (2) 1−IˆC (2) 1+IˆC (n) 1−IˆC (n) 1+IˆR 2q (ˆ cH ) > q (cH ), this is the case when 4 > ≥ . This 2 2 2 2 h ˆC in−1 h ˆC i h ˆC in−1 1−I (n) ∂ chain of inequalities holds true since ∂n = ln 1−I2 (n) 1−I2 (n) < 0 being 2 h ˆC in−1 h ˆC i ln 1−I2 (n) < 0. Hence, the marginal return from investment under competition 1−I2 (n) is maximized at n = 2 and the model message remains true.



5



Conclusions



The relevance of the market design for development is crucial, especially in times of crisis. Here, I developed a theory of endogenous market design grounded on the mix of the productive efficiency versus investment-inducement trade-off and political biases and coherent with recent evidence on the restructuring of the US electricity industry. 21



The equilibrium output is implicitly defined by ε−1 p,q (c1 , c2 ) P (c1 , c2 ) = 2 (P (c1 , c2 ) − c˜i ), where εp,q (c1 , c2 ) is the elasticity of the demand when firm 1 has type c1 and firm 2 has type c2 . If εp,q (c1 , c2 ) is sufficiently small, then both P (c1 , c2 ) and P (c1 , c2 ) − c˜i are insensitive to the cost distribution.
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Rather than reviewing my results, I close by highlighting three avenues for further research. First, important extensions to the basic model are to endogenize the probability that the reformer is re-elected after a reform,22 to study the indirect effect of market pressures working through the reduction of agency costs within the firm (Baggs and de Bettignies, 2007), to analyze the interaction between market design and the choice of incentive scheme by assuming that the marginal cost decreases with a contractible effort (Laffont and Tirole, 1993; Guerriero, 2013), and to consider both fixed and stranded costs (Joskow, 2005). Second, the model can be usefully applied to assess the determinants of the design of the aggressiveness of competition policy, which can be considered another competitive pressure. Finally, the model set up can be employed to shed more light on other important regulated markets as commercial and investment banking (see Benmelech and Moskowitz, [2010]).



22



Although it is hard to envision elections in which regulation is salient, there are cases of political failures—i.e., the defeat of governor Gray Davis—arising from reckless reforms. i.e., California electricity crisis.
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Appendix Underinvestment: Regulation Versus Competition The socially optimal Iˆj,∗ maximizes the expected social welfare less investment costs under full information, i.e., IˆR,∗ = arg maxI≥0 (1/2) [(1 + I) S (cL ) + (1 − I) S (cH )] − ψ (I) and IˆC,∗ = arg maxI≥0



(1+I)2 S 4



(cL ) +



(1−I)2 +2−2I 2 S 4



(cH ) +



1−I 2 α∆q 2



(cH ) − 2ψ (I).23 The unique



 interior investment levels are implicitly defined by ψ 0 I R,∗ = (1/2) [S (cL ) − S (cH )] and   ˆC,∗ ˆC,∗ H) ψ 0 IˆC,∗ = 1+I4 [S (cL ) − S (cH )] − I α∆q(c . Hence, 0 < IˆC,∗ < IˆR,∗ < 1, where the last 2 inequality follows from the assumption limI→1 2ψ 0 (I) ≥ S (cL ) − S (cH ). The unique and   cH ) 0 ˆR and interior solutions to problems (1) and (2) are implicitly defined by ψ I = ∆q(ˆ 2     cH ) H) H) H) ψ 0 IˆC = 1 − IˆC ∆q(c . Since S(cL )−S(c > ∆q(ˆ and 1+I [S (cL ) − S (cH )] − Iα∆q(c > 4 2 2 4 2 1+(1−2α)I ∆q 4



(cH ) ≥



(1−I) ∆q 4



(cH ), I j,∗ > I j . I R > I C when 2q (ˆ cH ) > q (cH ), which is true



under assumption A1. With inelastic demand indeed, a fall in price from cˆH−1to cH implies −1 R R ˆ ˆ cH +(1+I )(1−I ) (1−α)∆ cH +2(1+IˆR )(1−IˆR ) (1−α)∆ q(ˆ cH )−q(cH ) < 1 ↔ q (ˆ c ) > q (cH ). −1 −1 H q(ˆ c ) (1+IˆR )(1−IˆR ) (1−α)∆ H cH +(1+IˆR )(1−IˆR ) (1−α)∆ A fortiori it must be the case that 2q (ˆ cH ) > q (cH ).  Inequality (3) in Details To obtain inequality 1+IˆR 4



[S (cL ) − S (cH )] 



2 IˆR −2IˆC −(IˆC ) (3), notice that W − W can be written as S (cL ) + 4 ˆR −2IˆC −(IˆC )2 ˆC )2 I I 1− R ˆ ( 1−I [S (cH ) − S (ˆ cH )]+ S (cH )+ 2 α∆q (cH ).  2 4



C



R



Proof of Proposition 1 The impact of α on the probability of choosing competition has the sign of  h i   2   R ∆q(cH ) S(cL )−S(ˆ cH ) Iˆ 1−α C R 1+IˆR ∆q(cH ) ˆ ˆ = − ddα − ∆q (ˆ c ) + 1 − I − 1 − I . H 2 2 2 1−IˆR 1−IˆR



d(W C −W R ) dα



By the first order condition to problem (1), I obtain that  totally differentiating   2 0 (1+IˆR )∆2 q0 (ˆcH ) 2(1−α)∆ q (ˆ cH ) dIˆR − ψ 00 IˆR dIˆR − dα = 0 → > 0. 2 R ˆ dα R ˆ 2(1−I ) 2(1−I ) 1−α Since S (cL ) − S (ˆ cH ) − 2 1− ∆q (ˆ c ) > α∆q (ˆ cH ), then a sufficient condition such that IˆR  H     2 C R d(W −W ) C R ˆ ˆ q (cH ) < 1 + I q (ˆ < 0 is that 1 − I cH ).24 This last inequality is true dα  2  2 C R ˆ ˆ whenever 2 I + I − 1 > 0 being 2q (ˆ cH ) > q (cH ) and a fortiori 2 IˆC + IˆC − 1 > 0. 2



2(1+IˆR,∗ )−(1+IˆC,∗ ) Under full information, regulation is the optimal market design whenever S (cL ) + 4     2 2 2(1−IˆR,∗ )−3+2IˆC,∗ −(IˆC,∗ ) 1−(IˆC,∗ ) S (cH ) − α∆q (cH ) > ψ IˆR,∗ − 2ψ IˆC,∗ . 4 2 24 When cost-reducing investment entails monetary  costs, the expression in the first bracket of the equation for  d W C − W R /dα is supplemented by −ψ 0 IˆR = −∆q (ˆ cH ) /2 and can thus be negative. Even in such a case however, the model results stand provided that ψ 00 is sufficiently large, and thus dIˆR /dα is small.
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 2 d(W C −W R ) Under assumption A2, IˆC > 1/2 and thus 2 IˆC + IˆC − 1 > 0 and < 0. dα







Proof of Proposition 2 



ˆR



The probability of adopting competition falls with 1 + I















ˆC



q (ˆ cH )− 1 − I



2 



q (cH ) >



0 and thus with χm˜ and x˜ (χm˜ − λ). Furthermore, party s chooses competition less often, ∂x ˜(χs −λ) ∂xs



= (χs − λ) (ρs − ρr ) > 0, and



∂x ˜(χr −λ) ∂xr



= (χr − λ) (ρr − ρs ) > 0.
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